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www.betmacan.com

MLP JACKPOT GAME
100% RTP GAME
COMPANY COMMISSION ON WINNING
Full Control of Game is in Your Hands.
MLP Key Features
Unique Two Wallet System
Unique live result draws system
Multiple Draw events daily
Unique bid categories to choose from
Single choice leads to multiple chances of winning
Numerous combinations of choices
Bid Modiﬁcation and Bid Delete feature
Responsible Gaming supported features like set limits
Player can use his funds in controlled way and play safe

& Login
Go to www.betmacan.com
Click on “LOGIN MLP”
You get the next screen showing Login. Being a new user you need to sign up ﬁrst. Hence,
Click on “New User ?”
Fill up the Sign up form in easy steps.
After the Signup, the Login credentials will be mailed . Use these credentials to Login.

Live Draw: How to check draw result?
Each Draw Event has ﬁxed time of draw.
Player can see the live result right at the scheduled time of Draw Event
To see the live draw happening:

One can see live draw of each Draw Event at

https://thedrawzone.com
One can click on "Live Draw" option in MLP to visit the site and witness the Random
Numbers generating right in front of him/her.
Step 1 : The draw system generates a set of two-digit random numbers. This set
contains 10 unique numbers.
Step 2 : The system randomly selects 5 unique numbers out of set of 10 numbers.
Step 3 : In the ﬁnal step the system randomly selects the winning number of the
draw event. The winning number is randomly picked by the system from the set of
5 numbers.
Each number is displayed in 2-digit format. The right-side digit (indicated as “R”) and
the left side digit (indicated as “L”). For example in the number 52, “5” is L and “2” is R.

Bid Categories
Each Category Contains Logically Grouped Numbers. Four types of bid Categories(Horizontal
Coverage, vertical coverage, Zigzag coverage and exact match in MLP Jackpot Game). Five
types of Bid Options. The details are as mentioned below:

CRA : Common Right Advantage
Horizontal Coverage as Single bid covers 10 horizontal numbers.
There are 100 options in this category. Options are 01,02,03,....,98,99,00 .
Players can choose a two - digit number out of these hundred options.

Player can win in two ways in this category:
If the both digits of the number you choose match exactly with the drawn number, you
win 10x of the bid value
If only the right - most digit of the number you choose matches with the rightmost digit of
the drawn number then you win 10x of the bid value.

Example :
If the CRA number chosen is 25 and the points assigned are 10 points then if:
A: If the drawn number is 25 itself then a player wins 10 times the points assigned. Thus, 10*10=100
points are won.
B: If the number drawn is any number other than 25 whose “Right side” digit is 5 as in 05, 15, 35,
45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95 then the player wins 10 times the points assigned. Thus, 10*10=100 points are won.

T-10 : TARGET-TEN
Vertical Coverage
as Single
Coversbid
10 Vertical
numbers.
Vertical
Coverage
asbid
Single
covers
10
There are ten pre-deﬁned Groups Containing 10 numbers each as
Shown Below:
First Group – T1 (01-10) contains numbers : 01,02, 03,….,08,09,10;
Second Group – T2 (11-20) contains numbers :11,12, 13,….,18,19,20;
Third Group – T3 (21-30) contains numbers : 21,22, 23,….,28,29,30;
Fourth Group – T4 (31-40) contains numbers : 31,32, 33,….,38,39,40;
Fifth Group – T5 (41-50) contains numbers : 41,42, 43,….,48,49,50.
Sixth Group – T6 (51-60) contains numbers : 51,52, 53,….,58,59,60.
Seventh Group – T7 (61-70) contains numbers : 61,62, 63,….,68,69,70.
Eighth Group – T8 (71- 80) contains numbers : 71,72, 73,….,78,79,80.
Ninth Group –T9 (81-90) contains numbers : 81,82, 83,….,88,89,90.
Tenth Group – T10 (91- 00) contains numbers : 91,92, 93,….,98,99,00.

A Player can choose any T10 group. if the number drawn matches any one of the
numbers in the chosen group, then the points Won are 10x times the assigned points.

Example: If Player chooses T-10-2 (11-20) and the points assigned at 10 then player wins 10
times (10*10=100 points) if the number drawn is any one out of the following numbers: 11,12,
13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20.

T-20 : TARGET-20
Vertical Coverage as Single bid covers 2 Vertical lines of 10 numbers
each (All Twenty numbers Covered).
There are ﬁve pre deﬁned groups containing 20 numbers
each as shown below.
First Group – T1 (01-20) contains numbers : 01,02, 03,….,18,19,20;
Second Group – T2 (21-40) contains numbers : 21,22, 23,….,38,39,40;
Third Group – T3 (41-60) contains numbers : 41,42, 43,….,58,59,60;
Fourth Group – T4 (61-80) contains numbers : 61,62, 63,….,78,79,80;
Fifth Group – T5 (81-00) contains numbers : 81,82, 83,….,98,99,00.
A player can choose any T 20 group. If the number drawn matches any one of the
numbers in the chosen group, then the points won are 5 times the assigned points.

Example:If player chooses T2 (21-40) and the points assigned at 10 then player wins 5 times (10*5=50
points) if the number drawn is any one out of the following numbers:
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,40

DR (Digital Root):
Zigzag Coverage as Single bid covers 11 Zigzag Numbers
A digital root is a value obtained by a repetitive process of adding
digits until a single digit number is reached.
For example :
a) The digital root of 34 is 7, because 3 + 4 = 7.
b) The digital root of 97 is 7, because 9+7=16and 1+6 = 7.

There are 10 digital roots possible. They are as under:

DR(1) :01,10,19,28,37,46,55,64,73,82,91
DR(2) :02,11,20,29,38,47,56,65,74,83,92
DR(3) :03,12,21,30,39,48,57,66,75,84,93
DR(4) :04,13,22,31,40,49,58,67,76,85,94
DR(5) :05,14,23,32,41,50,59,68,77,86,95

DR(6) :06,15,24,33,42,51,60,69,78,87,96
DR(7) :07,16,25,34,43,52,61,70,79,88,97
DR(8) :08,17,26,35,44,53,62,71,80,89,98
DR(9&0) :09,18,27,36,45,54,63,72,81,90,99,00

Example#1:If the digital root of the number chosen is DR(7) and the points assigned are 10
points then: The player will win 9 times the points assigned if the number drawn is any of the
numbers whose digital root is 7 i.e., any number out of the numbers
07,16,25,34,43,52,61,70,79,88,97.
.

T-SHOT : TOPSHOT
Exact Match of Single bid Covers one Number.
There are 100 options in this category.
Options are 01,02,03,....,98,99,00 .
Players can choose a two-digit number out of these 100 options.
Player wins in this category if the chosen number
exactly matches with the drawn number. On winning the player
gets 100x of the bid value.
.
Example :
If the T-SHOT number chosen is ‘25’ and the points assigned are
10 points then if the drawn number is ‘25’ itself then a player wins
100 times the points assigned. Thus, 10*100=1000 points are won.

Manage Points
MLP has a unique two wallet system for points management.
1.
2.

Reserve points (RP) wallet ( For Winning Point )
Playing points (PP) wallet ( For Playing Point )

Deposits
DEPOSIT option is used to purchase points For playing. The purchased points are credited
in the PP wallet of the player. The Points available in the “PP” WALLET ARE used for Playing
Deposit can be made through approved wallets listed on Betmacan‟s website. Skrill, Neteller
And Others.
The amount gets credited into PP wallet.

Withdrawals
The points won by playing are credited into RP WALLET of the player.
Withdrawal of POINTS can be made from „RP WALLET‟ only. The withdrawal is
received only in that account from which the deposit was made.

Transfer of Points:
Player can shift points between RP and PP wallets anytime.
NOTE: Company Will not allow over Bidding in all category. if company is receiving over bidding on any
number or category, then the Company has the Power to stop the Player’s new bids for that number or
category. These are the Safety Measures of the Company.
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